A correction parameter of sampling bias in evaluating the prevalence of rare diseases in population, the probability of ascertainment, can be estimated by a surveillance system where multiple sources shall ascertain independently affected persons as proband in several times. A crucial observation in estimation of the ascertainment probability is the mean number of ascertainment per proband. Two models were presented for constant and variable probability of ascertainment with Poisson law and the logarithmic series distributions, respectively. The variable model yields somewhat smaller estimate of the ascertainment probability than the one obtained from the constant model. However the magnitudes of difference between two estimates seem not so appreciable that the ascertainment probability obtained from the logseries model may be good for evaluating the prevalence of rare diseases. A numerical example is given.
INTRODUCTION
Human geneticists are we11 aware of bias in estimation of segregation frequency introduced by a way of family studies when their interest was focused on the mode of Mendelian inheritance for a rare trait in question. The correction of bias is used to be made the ascertainment probability, designated by z. When there was only one proband in each family, it is single ascertainment or z = 0 since all proband were removed from the analysis. On the other hand, ~r= 1 or complete ascertainment if all affected individuals were proband. Between two extremes it is called multiple ascertainment or 0 < 7. < 1. Currently, the probability of ascertainment is used to be estimated from the distribution of probands among affected sibs, particularly multiplex families, since simplex cases are necessarily probands (Fisher, 1934) . If most cases are sporadic because of a small size of siblings, a trend being observed in industrialized countries or of the trait in question being so rare, even a Iarge sample will give little information about the ascertainment probability.
The probability of ascertainment is in fact the probability that affected individuals in population were detected to be proband by medical examinations, it becomes of very important if the diseases were rare as usual cases in genetic disorders as well as congenital anomalies. Multiple sources of ascertainment per proband are an alternative way for obtaining information about ~r (Morton, 1959 (Morton, , 1962 . It has been said that ascertainment of proband by one source tends to make another less likely, as one physicians' referral tends to preclude anothers. On the other hand, the distribution of probands on the assumption of constant ascertainment of probands may overestimate :r because two or more siblings may be examined, and counted as probands, even though only one of them would have been submitted to examination independently.
In this paper, two models based on materials without identifying the sources shall be presented. Alternative model where the sources of ascertainment were known was found in Morton (1962) and Yasuda (1979) . (Morton, 1959) . Suppose that a proband can be ascertained in an indefinitely large number of ways. If pl is the probability of ascertainment from the i th source and there T are T independent sources, with r = ~ pi, the probability of ascertainment by t times i=1 is shown to be approximated by the Poisson law ~te-r P (t) = t [ as T ~ ~ .
THE MODELS

The constant probability model:--The O-truncated Poisson distribution
The ascertainment probability under these conditions is :r = 1 -p (0)
The 0-truncated Poisson probability may therefore be writso that r -ln(1-Tr). ten
with the scores of maximum likelihood and A ~-~ in which A is the total number of probands and is ~ at, a sum of the observed numer of probands who were ascertained independently t times, and t-= Z tat/A or mean number of ascertainment per proband (Correcting misprints in (10) and (11) of Yasuda (1979) Yasuda (1979) .
The variable probability models. Suppose that the expected mean number of ascertainment p is different for each proband, and has a gamma probability density
Where p = V/r and k= ~2/V, and ~ and V are respectively an average and the variance of r This mathematically represents heterogeneity of z~ among probands, and still assumed the ascertainment be independent. It also assumes that the expected mean number of ascertainments varies continuously around a single mode*. Sometimes affection is mixture of mild and severe forms. If they are sharply discontinuous, the expected number of ascertainments may be bimodal. In such cases, reliable genetic analysis requires separation of the different entities.
The distribution of the number of ascertainments then becomes
which is a negative binomial distribution (Fisher et aI., 1943) . Since the distribution must be truncated at zero and noting that ~r= 1-P(0)=I-[1/(l+p)] k, we arrived at a 0-truncated negative binomial distribution:
In his segregation analysis Morton (1969) has first used this model with somewhat different expression. A method of maximum likelihood estimation of k and w= 1/(I +p) may be found in Sampford (1955) . Then an approximate variance of ~r will be
in which V(. ) and Coy(.,. ) are elements of the variance-covariance matrix.
* If k> 1, a mode exists at r =(k--t)p. This infers that multiple ascertainment of probands is common. On the other hand, single ascertainment is not unusal if kG1 because of mode being at r =0.
A special case for k= 1 is of interest for its mathematical simplicity. tribution is known as being 0-truncated geometric; e(t) = (l-~r) a t-1 (t= 1,2,.,..)
with the scores of maximum likelihood
The dis-
The maximum likelihood solution is now s= 1-1/i.
In practice however the nuisance parameter k cannot be assumed but should be estimated from data. Even so, experiences indicate that k is awkward in estimation processes, very often failed in convergence of iterative processes. Therefore we look for alternative models which is free of k and might be compatible with real circumstances.
The variance of negative binomial distribution is able to express in terms of the mean (m) and k; namely, u Clearly the smaller the value of k the greater the variance: but, if k tends to be large or V-,m, and we see that, as for the Poisson distribution, the mean and variance are equal, the case of constant probability of ascertainment. If heterogeneity of the expected number of ascertainment among probands is very great, k becomes small and approaches its limiting value zero. This implies as k--, 0, z = 1 -[1/(1 + p)]k~ 0 for fixed p; namely, it approaches to the single ascertainment. However what is in fact assumed is not that k= 0 but merely that k was very small indeed. The parameter k is actually an intrinsic property of the population sampled. The situation in which a large number of anomalies are so rare that they have a small chance of being included in the sample may be well represented by the limiting form of the negative binomial distribution when k tends to zero.
Let k tend to zero, that is,
OOO~OOooo in virture of the rule known as l'Hopital's. This is a distribution of the logarithmic series (or logseries for brevity), first derived by Fisher et al. (1943) 
In Tables 1A and 1B The parameter H is in fact correspond to ~ in the geometric model, but/7 is freed from the nuisance parameter k. Also, it is the probability of 'presence' of affected persons. It has been shown that the magnitude of p/(1 +p) in the 0-truncated negative binomial distribution depends only on the size of the sample taken from the population (Pielou, 1977) . Thus if we increase the area from which probands are taken or prolong the duration of sampling, the only effect will be to change the value of /7=p/(l+p), provided that the sample still comes from the same population. The parameter // therefore can be inferred to a mean probability of ascertainment taking into account heterogeneity to be proband.
The constant probability model involving probands from multiple sources only. If most cases are sporadic, even a large sample will give little information about the ascertainment probability. The geneticist may concentrate on multiple sources of ascertainment or there were two or more sources per proband. Under this circumstance, the Poisson distribution is truncated at t = 0 and 1 ; namely, The maximum likelihood solution satisfies
which has been tabulated in Table 2A for the value t for 7c=0.00 through 0.99 with the increment 0.01. The standard deviation of ~ is also tabulated in Table 2B . The variable probability model involving probands from multiple sources. Occasionally, probands ascertained once were not reported because of interest of investigators directed to multiple sources of ascertainment. An alternative model is the 1-truncated logseries distribution; that is where a2 is the number of probands ascertained twice.
NUMMERICAL EXAMPLE
Albinism. This is an example of nearly complete ascertainment. Tanaka and Watanabe (1967) have reported on the number of ascertainments without identifying the sources for albino probands in the eastern part of Shizuoka prefecture, and 
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found a1=2, a~= 1 and %=5 so that A=8. Although an apparent bimodality of the distribution suggests that once albino person ascertained as proband he is likely to be reported repeatedly as proband, this may serve for an illustration of the models. The observed mean number of ascertainments per proband is t= 19/8= 2.375 which leads to ~,=0.87+_0.07 (see Table 1A of Yasuda (1979) ) in the constant model and f1=0.78+0.12 in the variable model. In fact 0.78 is found in Table 1A and 0.12=0.343/~/8-in Table lB . The variable model yields somewhat lower estimate. ~ = (1 -1/2.375) = 0.58 -t-0.11 may be obtained from a geometric probability model, a special case of the negative binomial law (k = 1). This value is the smallest, but the standard error is intermediate. Table 4 is a summary of tests for goodness of fit to three models. This particular example is fitted to neither model because of an excess frequency of the class with the number of ascertainment being three. If we assume the excess is in fact due to lump three or more times of ascertainment, the data fit to all model. If the first class of observation is removed from the analysis, the ascertainment probability becomes to 0.84___0.11 for constant model (use Tables 2A and 2B) , 0.60_+0.18 for the variable model (use Tables 3A and 3B ), and 0.65+0.12 for the geometric probability model. But, no degree of feedom is left for tests of goodness for fit. The rejection of probands ascertained once from the analysis resulted underestimation of the ascertainment probability.
DISCUSSION
In Fig. 1 the theoretical probabilities of ascertainment were compared for three different models for a given mean number of ascertainment per proband. Poisson law always gives the highest estimate, followed by the logseries and the geometric model comes the last. These were in fact observed in the above example. Some cases of the negative binomial distribution are also included in the Fig. 1 for the sake of comparison. It can be seen that when the nuisance parameter k tends to c~ the curve approaches to Poisson case while k~O the ascertainment probability tends to be zero, whatsoever the mean number of ascertainment per proband is, as far as the negative binomial law retains. Although the negative binomial distribution is so mathematically general that the model may be of theoretically interest, the model for k--.O seems not to be appropriate for describing the method of ascertainment.
In sampling surveys if the probabilities of selection of affected persons as proband is proportional to the number of ascertainment, for instance, the severe the disorder, the more often to be repeatedly proband, then the distribution to which the sample corresponds is It is easily verified that P'(t) is geometric when P(t) is logseries (Rao, 1963) . Thus, even so the observed distribution sometimes does fit to a geometric, which is a special case of the negative binomial distribution, the actual distribution may well be logseries. Figure 2 depicts the standard deviation of estimated probability of ascertain. Fig. 2 for the estimates obtained from Fig. 1 . Dividing them by ~/g-or the square root of the total number of probands, we obtain the standard error as given in Table 4 . In practice the observed mean number of ascertainment seldom exceeds 2, and which is nearly complete ascertainment. This implies the ascertainment probability being less than 0.8 in the constant model and 0.72 in the variable model (Fig.  1) . Thus the differences in the ascertainment probability between two models are at best order of 0.1, and such magnitude is in fact within the standard deviation (Fig. 2 ). Although such difference in the estimates of the ascertainment probability is tolerable for testing as well as estimating the segregation frequency, the prevalence will vary within the range of ten percent. That is, the prevalence may be obtained from P=A/z+A.s~/= 2 (Barrai et al., 1965) For albinism we have 10+ 1 for the constant model, 11 +_2 for the variable model, and 14+ 3 for the geometric probability model. Three estimates of prevalence are in all within the standard error.
In the above considerations, we do assume that the probands were ascertained independently t times. Intuitively, violation of this assumption leads to a higher estimate of the ascertainment probability, but the order of magnitude is unknown.
In summary the logarithmic series distribution may be good for describing the heterogeneity of the ascertainment probability. The Poisson distribution yields an upper estimate whereas the logseries probability model may give a lower value. However, the differences in magnitude are not so appreciable.
